We present a novel frequency-domain inverse solution to recover the 3-D electrical conductivity distribution in the mantle. The solution is based on analysis of local C-responses. It exploits an iterative gradient-type method-limited-memory quasi-Newton method-for minimizing the penalty function consisting of data misfit and regularization terms. The integral equation code is used as a forward engine to calculate responses and data misfit gradients during inversion. An adjoint approach is implemented to compute misfit gradients efficiently. Further improvements in computational load come from parallelizing the scheme with respect to frequencies, and from setting the most time-consuming part of the forward calculations-calculation of Green's tensors-apart from the inversion loop. Convergence, performance, and accuracy of our 3-D inverse solution are demonstrated with a synthetic numerical example. A companion paper applies the strategy set forth here to real data.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
There is great interest in the characterization of the 3-D properties of the Earth's mantle on a global scale. One technique that has reached a level of maturity is seismic tomography from which 3-D variations in mantle seismic wave speed are recovered (Panning & Romanovicz 2006; Kustowski et al. 2008, among others) . This information is crucial in characterizing the dynamics of the mantle. For example, geodynamic processes such as mantle convection, the fate of subducting slabs and the origin of continents all have signatures in seismic wave speed. Although seismic tomography has proven important as a means of mapping mantle velocity heterogeneities, it suffers from the inability to separate effects arising from compositional and thermal variations (e.g. Trampert et al. 2004; Khan et al. 2009) . In this context global 3-D electromagnetic (EM) studies, by recovering the 3-D electrical conductivity distribution in the mantle, provide independent and complementary information about the Earth's interior. This is indeed an important issue because conductivity reflects the connectivity of constituents as fluids, partial melt and volatiles (all of which may have profound effects on rheology and, ultimately, mantle convection and tectonic activity), while seismology mostly ascertains bulk mechanical properties.
However, it is only recently that the improvements in global 3-D EM forward modelling (see review paper of Kuvshinov 2008 , that summarizes recent progress in this field) and the growth of computational resources have made rigorous 3-D EM inversion on a global scale tractable. A few global and semi-global inverse 3-D solutions have been developed recently (Koyama 2001; Kelbert et al. 2008; Tarits & Mandea 2010) providing the first 3-D mantle conductivity models (Fukao et al. 2004; Koyama et al. 2006; Kelbert et al. 2009; Utada et al. 2009; Shimizu et al. 2010; Tarits & Mandea 2010) .
Here, we present an alternative 3-D inverse solution for global induction studies. It is based on the regularized least-squares formulation and exploits a limited-memory quasi-Newton (LMQN) method to solve this optimization problem. As for most other types of optimization methods, the LMQN method requires multiple calculations of the gradient of the data misfit with respect to model parameters. We implemented an adjoint method (Newman & Alumbaugh 2000; Rodi & Mackie 2000; Kelbert et al. 2008; Avdeev & Avdeeva 2009; Pankratov & Kuvshinov 2010a, among others) for fast calculation of this gradient. We use the integral equation (IE) modelling code (Kuvshinov et al. 2002; Kuvshinov 2008) for the step comprising the forward calculations. In our inversion, the Earth's mantle is parametrized in terms of unknown log conductivities in volume cells of the inversion domain. In this paper, we discuss the details of the global 3-D inversion setup and present the results based on inversion of a synthetic data set. Details of the derivation and calculation of tensor Green's functions of Maxwell's equations for radially varying conductivity distribution are given in Appendices. Note that these tensors are the corner stones of integral equation solution in spherical geometry. The companion paper of Semenov & Kuvshinov (2012) reports the application of the inverse approach to experimental data.
I N V E R S E P RO B L E M A P P ROA C H

Formulation
We formulate the inverse problem of conductivity recovery as an optimization problem such that 
and λ and φ s (m) are a regularization parameter and a regularization term, respectively. C mod (r a , ω, m) and C exp (r a , ω) are (complexvalued) predicted and observed C-responses at observation site r a and at frequency ω (see the definition of the C-responses in Section 2.2), and δC exp (r a , ω) are the uncertainties of the observed responses. 'Sites' define the locations of the geomagnetic observatories Sites := {(r = a, ϑ i , ϕ i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , N sites },
where a = 6371.2 km is the mean radius of the Earth, ϑ i and ϕ i are respectively colatitude and longitude of the observation site. ' ' define the frequencies under consideration
Vector m represents the model parameters that describe the 3-D conductivity distribution in the model. Parametrization of the model is explained in Section 2.4. We work with a regularization term of the form
where the superscript T means transpose and W presents a regularization matrix which-together with the regularization parameter λ-controls the model smoothness. As a smoothing matrix the finite difference approximation to the gradient operator is used.
C-responses
If the source can be represented via a first zonal harmonic, P 0 1 = cos ϑ d , in geomagnetic coordinates (this is our case since we work with magnetospheric ring current as a source), and if the Earth is assumed to be regionally 1-D, then the so-called C-response can be introduced at a given site, r a ∈ Sites, and at a given frequency, ω, as (Banks 1969)
where ϑ d is the geomagnetic colatitude of the observation site, H r and H ϑ d are respectively the radial and horizontal (directed toward geomagnetic south) components of the magnetic field. The complex-valued C-response has physical dimension of length, and its real part provides an estimation of the depth to which EM field penetrates (Weidelt 1972) . This technique of estimating (and then interpreting) C-responses is referred to as the geomagnetic depth sounding (GDS) method. There is a common consensus that GDS works fairly well in a period range between a few days and a few months (Banks 1969; Roberts 1984; Schultz 1987; Fujii & Schultz 2002 , among others), thus allowing for the recovery of electrical conductivities in the depth range from 400-500 km down to 1600 km.
Calculation of C-responses in a 3-D conductivity model
As it is seen from eq. (7) the calculation of the responses relies on a prediction of the frequency-domain magnetic field H at r a ∈ Sites in a given spherical 3-D conductivity model of the Earth which is induced by a given source j ext (r). The magnetic and electric fields, H and E, in such a model obey Maxwell's equations
where r = (r, ϑ, ϕ), μ 0 is the magnetic permeability of the free space, ω = 2π /T-angular frequency, T-period, and σ (r) is the 3-D conductivity distribution in the model. Here we assume that the time factor is e −iωt . We solve eqs (8)-(9) using the integral equation approach which is based on a contraction operator (Pankratov et al. 1995; Singer 1995; Singer 2008, among others) . Displacement currents are ignored in the considered period range. The 3-D numerical solution based on this approach has already been successfully applied for a variety of global induction studies (cf. Kuvshinov 2008). Here we shortly outline the key ideas of the approach/solution, since they are important for understanding the scheme by which the inverse solver is made computationally more efficient, which is described in Section 4.1.
We start by introducing a 'reference' radially symmetric (1-D) model of conductivity σ 0 (r). The reference magnetic and electric fields, H 0 and E 0 , of this model obey Maxwell's equations
If we are able to construct and calculate fundamental solutions ('current-to-electric', G ej 1D , and 'current-to-magnetic', G hj 1D , tensor Green's functions) of eqs (10)-(11), then H 0 and E 0 can be determined via convolution integrals
Here r ∈ R 3 , r ∈ V ext , and V ext is the volume occupied by j ext . Note that in all quantities discussed (except conductivities) the dependence on ω is implicit, but omitted for the simplicity of presentation. We assume that G ej 1D and G hj 1D are known. The subscript '1D' means that Green's functions depend not only on r, r and ω but also depend on the 1-D conductivity distribution σ 0 (r). A formalism for the derivation and calculation of these tensors is presented in Appendices A-F of this paper.
Introducing further 'scattered' fields, E s = E − E 0 and H s = H − H 0 and subtracting eqs (10)-(11) from eqs (8)-(9), one can write Maxwell's equations for scattered fields in the following form
where
and
Comparing eqs (10)-(11) and eqs (14)- (15) 
where r ∈ R 3 , r ∈ V mod , and V mod is a region where σ (r) − σ 0 (r) differs from 0. If we restrict ourselves to r ∈ V mod we obtain from eq. (19) a conventional integral equation with respect to the unknown scattered electric field,
where the free term, E f (r), is given by
After discretization, eq. (20) can be solved iteratively using, for example, one of the conjugate gradient methods (CGM). However, for high-contrasting models the resulting system of linear equations is poorly conditioned which makes the numerical solution of eq. (20) unstable. The remedy to overcome this problem is to modify eq. (20) to an integral equation with contraction operator (cf. Pankratov et al. 1995) 
Here δ(r − r ) is Dirac's delta function and I is the identity matrix. The advantage of this form of integral equation is that after discretization, the resulting system of linear equations appears to be well conditioned even for high-contrasting models. It can thus be efficiently solved by CGM. The specific form of eq. (22) is motivated by the energy inequality for the scattered EM field, which expresses a fundamental physical fact that the energy flow of the scattered field outside the domain with inhomogeneities is always non-negative (cf. Singer 1995; Pankratov et al. 1995) . At this stage it is important to remark that eqs (12) and (13) are valid for any distribution of the impressed current at any location. However, since we deal here with the responses generated by the source, which is usually considered in the form of spherical harmonic expansion (SHE) of the equivalent sheet current (see Appendix G), general expressions for H 0 and E 0 in eqs (12) and (13) will also appear in the form of a SHE. This is explained further in Appendix H.
A 3-D IE forward modelling solution that provides C-response predictions can be represented as a sequence of the following steps.
(1) G ej 1D (r, r ) and then K(r, r ) (eq. 24) are calculated for r, r ∈ V mod ; (2) G hj 1D (r a , r ) is calculated for r a ∈ Sites and r ∈ V mod ; (3) E 0 (r) is calculated for r ∈ V mod using eqs (H1) and (H2); (4) j s (r) is calculated for r ∈ V mod using eq. (17) and E 0 from step 3; (5) χ 0 (r) is calculated for r ∈ V mod using eq. (25) with K from step 1; (6) The scattering eq. (22) is solved on V mod using CGM; (7) E s (r) is calculated for r ∈ V mod using eq. (26) (12) C mod (r a ) is calculated for r a ∈ Sites using eqs (7) and (33).
Henceforce, this scheme will be referred as the 'IE-C' solution.
Parametrization of the model
Let V inv be the inversion problem domain where we seek a 3-D conductivity distribution. Also let V mod be the forward problem domain where we solve eqs (8)- (9). We assume that V inv is confined to N inv r laterally non-uniform spherical layers embedded into the Earth's model, which consists of a surface shell of known laterally varying conductance, S(ϑ, ϕ) and background 1-D section of known conductivity σ b (r) (see the sketch of 3-D model in Fig. 1 ). For our problem statement it is important to include the surface shell (which approximates non-uniform distribution of the conducting oceans and resistive continents) into V mod , since this shell greatly affects the responses at coastal observatories (Kuvshinov et al. 2002) . Thus V mod consists of V inv and the thin surface layer.
is a number of cells in horizontal direction. We assume that the conductivity is constant within V m 
defines the set of model parameters. The choice of ln (σ ) instead of σ as unknowns guarantees that the conductivities are positive during an inversion and provides a better scaling of the problem. We also note that the sizes of the cells along r and ϑ can be variable. Note that V m might coincide with V j within V inv , or might be defined by some combinations of V j . In the present version of the inverse solution only one type of combination of V j (to comprise V m ) is allowed, namely simultaneous merging in both lateral directions of L 2 cells V j within each of N inv r inhomogeneous layers. Thus, for this merging scheme
Limited-memory quasi-Newton method
To minimize φ(m, λ) in eq. (2) 
where p k is determined as
Here k is the iteration number, α k is the step length, B −1 k is an approximation of the inverse Hessian matrix, and
is the gradient vector with respect to the current model parameters m k . Thus the updating procedure requires three basic operations: (1) updating ∇φ k ; (2) updating B −1 k ; and (3) finding the appropriate α k . B −1 k is efficiently updated using limited-memory Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno formula and α k is found by an inexact line search also described in Nocedal & Wright (2006) . Computation of ∇φ k requires calculation of misfit gradient, ∇φ d , and the gradient of the regularization term, ∇φ s (hereinafter we omit dependence of these quantities on k to simplify presentation). Usually the evaluation of ∇φ s can be done analytically. For example, the gradient of our φ s (see eq. 6) has the form
But the calculation of ∇φ d is not so trivial. The straightforward option-brute-force numerical differentiation-is computationally expensive requiring N inv + 1 forward modellings per LMQN update and frequency. A much more efficient and elegant way to calculate the gradient of the misfit is provided by the so-called 'adjoint' approach. It allows for the calculation of the misfit gradient for the price of only few additional forward modellings excited by a specific (adjoint) source. Each inverse problem setting requires the finding of explicit formulas for the adjoint source. Pankratov & Kuvshinov (2010a) presented a general formalism for the adjoint calculation of the misfit gradients with respect to variations in the 3-D conductivity. Using this formalism one can readily obtain appropriate formulae for the specific frequency-domain sounding method. To illustrate the concept the authors provided these formulae for a number of EM techniques. Section 3.1 gives a summary of their results for the GDS case.
E F F I C I E N T C A L C U L AT I O N O F T H E M I S F I T G R A D I E N T
Adjoint approach to calculate gradient
Because it is most natural to relate the 3-D conductivity distribution to the geographic coordinate system, all (forward and inverse) calculations are performed in geographic coordinates. Bearing this in mind H ϑ d in eq. (7) can be rewritten as
where H ϑ and H ϕ are the components directed toward geographic south and east, respectively, and α(r a ) is the angle between directions to geographic and geomagnetic north at observation site r a . Following Pankratov & Kuvshinov (2010a) the individual entries of ∇φ d can be calculated from
. . , N inv , stands for the real part, E is the solution of eqs (8)- (9) and E A is the solution of Maxwell's equations
where the adjoint, 'magnetic', source is given by
with
Here
, and superscript '*' stands for the complex conjugation. (Note again that all quantities under discussion depend on the frequency ω). Thus the adjoint source is an array of magnetic dipoles which are located at the observation sites, with the magnitudes determined by the residuals of the responses. The interested readers are referred to the paper of Pankratov & Kuvshinov (2010a) for the details of derivation of eqs (34), (37) and (38). These equations demonstrate the essence of the adjoint approach: to calculate the gradient of the misfit one needs to perform only one (per frequency) additional forward modelling with the excitation provided by the adjoint source. This forward modelling differs from that described in Section 2.3 in the following point: now we have to consider Maxwell's equations for the reference fields with the magnetic source
Then if we are able to construct and calculate fundamental solution ('magnetic-to-electric' tensor Green's function, G eh 1D ) of eqs (39) and (40), then E 0,A can be represented via the following convolution integral Substituting eq. (37) into eq. (41) we obtain for E
With E 0,A (r) at hand we can proceed exactly in the same way as we did in Section 2.3. A 3-D IE forward modelling solution which provides the misfit gradient can be summarized with the following steps (1) G ej 1D (r, r ) and then K(r, r ) (see eq. 24) are calculated for r, r ∈ V mod ; (2) G eh 1D (r, r a ) is calculated for r ∈ V mod and r a ∈ Sites; (3) E 0,A (r) is calculated for r ∈ V mod using eq. (42) with G eh 1D from step 2; (4) j s,A (r) is calculated for r ∈ V mod using eq. (17) and E 0,A from step 3; (5) χ 0,A (r) is calculated for r ∈ V mod using eq. (25) with K from step 1; (6) the scattering eq. (22) is solved on V mod using CGM; (7) E s,A (r) is calculated for r ∈ V mod using eq. (26) and j s,A from step 4; (8) E A (r) is calculated for r ∈ V mod as a sum of E s,A and E 0,A from steps 3 and 7; (9) E(r) is calculated for r ∈ V mod as a sum of E s and E 0 from steps 3 and 7 of IE-C solution;
(10) misfit gradient is calculated using eq. (34) with E A and E from steps 8 and 9.
In the following we refer to this scheme as the 'IE-G' solution.
Numerical verification of the adjoint approach
To verify calculation of the misfit gradient using the adjoint approach we consider a 3-D model which consists of a deep-seated non-uniform layer located between 500 and 600 km depth. The conductivity distribution in the layer (in logarithmic scale) is shown in the upper left-hand plot of Fig. 5 . The anomaly has a conductivity of 1 S m −1 , whereas the surrounding area has a conductivity of 0.04 S m −1 . Above the non-uniform layer (from top to the bottom) sits a resistive 100 km lithosphere of conductivity 0.00001 S m −1 , and a 400 km upper mantle of conductivity 0.01 S m −1 . Below the non-uniform layer the conductivity is fixed to be 2 S m −1 . The model is excited by a source which is described by the first zonal harmonic. The layer is discretized in 72 × 36 cells of horizontal size 5
• × 5 • and radial size of 100 km. We calculate C-responses on the surface of the Earth on a mesh of 5
• × 5
• at 25 periods from 3.9 to 109.6 d, with a geometric step of 1.14. The gradient is calculated for the model vector m, with σ i = 0.04 S m −1 for all i(i = 1, 2, ···, N inv ). The right-hand plot of Fig. 2 presents (in the form of global maps) the data misfit gradient calculated by the adjoint approach. The lefthand plot shows the data misfit gradient calculated by numerical differentiation
Note that in our calculations we take δm i m i = 0.01 for all i. It is seen from the Fig. 2 that the gradients calculated by the adjoint scheme and by numerical differentiation agree remarkably well. Fig. 3 supports this conclusion in a more quantitative way. It presents the results of comparison along the profile that is depicted by a dashed line in right-hand plot of Fig. 2 . Again, one can see almost perfect agreement between two approaches for calculating data misfit gradients. But numerical differentiation required N inv + 1 = 72 × 36 + 1 forward modellings (per frequency) whereas the adjoint procedure required only two forward modellings (per frequency).
O P T I M I Z AT I O N A N D N U M E R I C A L V E R I F I C AT I O N O F 3 -D I N V E R S E S O L U T I O N
Optimization of the inverse solution
Massive 3-D forward calculations of the responses (cf. IE-C scheme of Section 2.3) and misfit gradients (cf. IE-G scheme of Section 3.1) during the 3-D inversion dictate that these calculations have to be performed as fast as possible. Because our forward numerical schemes are based on IE formulation we can take advantage of the IE approach and perform the most time-consuming part of the forward calculations-calculations of Green's tensors, G ej 1D (G ej 1D is the same in IE-C and IE-G schemes), G hj 1D (needed in IE-C scheme) and G eh 1D (needed in IE-G scheme) only once, prior to the inversion loop. The reason for this is that Green's tensors do not depend on the 3-D conductivity distribution in the model but only on a 1-D reference conductivity distribution, which remains the same during 3-D inversion. To illustrate the gain in efficiency by using this separation scheme we provide below the CPU times (on a single processor of the ETH cluster Brutus) for major (in a sense of time consumption) components of IE forward solution at a specific frequency for a 3-D conductivity model discretized by N r × N ϑ × N ϕ = 6 × 36 × 72 = 15552 cells. These estimates show that separating the calculation of Green's tensors gives more than one order of magnitude acceleration (in this particular case 370/30 = 12.3 times acceleration) of the forward calculations during inversion.
Another substantial saving of computational loads comes from parallelization of IE solution. Because forward calculations are independent with respect to frequencies we perform the modellings at N freq frequencies in parallel on N freq processors. This results in an additional acceleration of the forward/inversion solutions by the factor of N freq .
Numerical verification of the inverse solution
To test our inverse scheme we considered the same data, model and excitation as in Section 3.2. Our aim is to recover from the input data the conductivity distribution within the deep-seated inhomogeneous layer. The vector of parameters to be determined, m, is the vector of logarithms of unknown electrical conductivities in N inv = 72 × 36 cells (of 100 km thickness) comprising the inhomogeneous layer. For this test we assume known: (1) the background 1-D conductivity; (2) the geometry of the source; and (3) the location (depth and thickness) of the deep-seated inhomogeneous layer. No noise is added to the data, and no regularization is applied. Thus, this test is considered as a proof of concept, that is, we verify whether our implementation of the LMQN method along with the adjoint approach, and an optimization of the inverse solution discussed in Section 4.1 works correctly. We start the inversion using a homogeneous layer of conductivity 0.2 S m −1 which is far away from both the conductivity of anomaly (1 S m −1 ) and background conductivity (0.04 S m −1 ). 5 shows the 'true' (which has to be recovered) conductivity distribution in the layer, while other plots show the evolution of conductivity recovery with respect to number of iterations in the inversion. It is seen that after 50 iterations the deep-seated anomaly is recovered fairly well, after which a further 400 iterations are necessary to recover properly the background conductivity. The final image (lower right-hand plot) almost perfectly agrees with the true conductivity.
C O N C L U S I O N S
A novel 3-D inversion technique for global electromagnetic studies in the frequency domain has been developed. It is based on the analysis of local C-responses and exploits a limited-memory quasi-Newton optimization method. As with most other types of optimization methods, this method requires multiple calculations of the gradient of the data misfit with respect to model parameters. We implemented the adjoint method to allow efficient calculation of the gradient.
The efficiency of 3-D inversions depends critically on the ability to perform fast forward problem calculations. Because our forward solver is based on IE formulation, we take the advantage of this approach and conduct the most time-consuming part of the simulations-calculation of the tensor Green's functionsonly once, prior to the inversion. Modelling experiments performed here demonstrated that separating the calculation of Green's tensors accelerates the inverse solution by more than one order of magnitude.
Further improvement in computational time stems from the parallelization of the forward IE solver. Because forward calculations are independent with respect to frequencies, they are performed at different frequencies in parallel on N f processors, where N f is the number of analysed periods.
We verified our 3-D inversion scheme with synthetic data. The companion paper by Semenov & Kuvshinov (2012) reports an application of our 3-D inverse solution to real data-a set of local C-responses estimated at a global net of geomagnetic observatories. 
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R E F E R E N C E S
A P P E N D I X A : H E L M H O LT Z R E P R E S E N TAT I O N
In this Appendix, we introduce Helmholtz representation (on a sphere) of a general vector field; this respresentation will be used in Appendix B. Consider vector field F. Then the equation
defines the Helmholtz representation of F in terms of a radial vector field Ue r and horizontal vector field ∇ ⊥ V + e r × ∇ ⊥ W . Here ∇ ⊥ is the angular part of operator ∇ = e r ∂ ∂r
+
1 r ∇ ⊥ , e r is the outward unit vector, and '×' denotes a vector (cross) product. This representation can be shown to be unique (cf. Backus et al. 1996) if for any value r within a shell, the average values of V and W over the sphere of radius r (denoted as S(r) ) is such that
Each of scalar function U, V , W can be expanded in terms of spherical harmonics in the form
|m| n are the associated Legendre polynomials of degree n (n = 0, 1, . . .) and of order |m|. Note that for V and W the n = 0 term is zero because of eq. (A2). Substituting eq. (A3) and similar expansions for V and W into eq. (A1) we obtain
Note that if F stands for the magnetic field or electric current then the terms for n = 0, in corresponding radial components, are also zero, because the magnetic field and electric current are solenoidal vector fields (cf. Backus et al. 1996) .
A P P E N D I X B : D E R I VAT I O N O F G R E E N ' S T E N S O R S G ej
1D A N D G h j 1D
In this Appendix, we derive the explicit forms of a 3 × 3 tensor 'current-to-electric' and 'current-to-magnetic' Green's functions for an Earth model with a radially symmetric distributed electrical conductivity σ 0 (r). These Green's tensors allow the calculation of magnetic and electric fields that obey Maxwell's equations
in the following integral form
Here, V is a 3-D volume occupied by a current j, dv = r 2 sin ϑ dr dϑ dϕ and 
where e r , e ϑ , e ϕ and e r , e ϑ , e ϕ are the unit vectors of spherical coordinate system at points r = (r, ϑ, ϕ) and r = (r , ϑ , ϕ ), respectively. Note that Kuvshinov et al. (2002) but without details of how these expressions have been derived. Here, and in the following Appendices C-F we provide the omitted details.
First, we consider the spherical vector functions, which are determined via the spherical scalar function
The coefficient
is introduced to ensure that S t nm and S p nm have the same norm as S r nm . Following the Helmholtz representation as discussed in Appendix A, the horizontal and radial components of the electric field, E, and electric current, j, can be decomposed as follows
Hereinafter n,m denotes the summation ∞ n=1 n m=−n . Note that for the radial part of the electric field the term for n = 0 is also equal to zero, as is clear from eq. (B17). Factor 1 r is introduced to simplify the forthcoming calculations. For the magnetic field we have a similar decomposition but we write the horizontal part of the field in a slightly different manner,
leaving a similar (as for the electric field and impressed current) decomposition of the radial part 
The systems of eqs (B15) and (B16) can be written in the following generic form
for system (B15) and
for system (B16). System (B19) can be reduced to the second order ordinary differential equation
The solution of eq. (B22) can be written as
where G(n, r, r ) is the scalar Green's function of eq. (B22). The explicit forms of G(n, r, r ) are presented in Appendix D. We impose the boundary conditions on the solution of eq. (B22) in the form ε(r) → 0, when r → 0 and r → ∞. Substituting eq. (B23) into eq. (B24) and integrating by parts, we have
where we define β as
Then, substituting eq. (B25) into the first equation of the system (B19), we obtain in a similar fashion
where we denote α(n, r, r ) = β(n, r , r ).
An explicit formula for α(n, r, r ) is presented in Appendix D. Note that while deriving eq. (B27) we used the relation
Substituting eqs (B20) and (B21) into eqs (B25) and (B27) 
Then, using decompositions (B11) and (B12), the coefficients j t nm , j p nm and j r nm are written as
Here is the complete solid angle and d = sin ϑ dϑ dϕ . S m n stands for the complex conjugate of S m n , and S m n 2 denotes the squared norm of S m n . When deriving eqs (B34) and (B35) we used the facts that
Here operators ∇ ⊥ · and ⊥ stand for the angular parts of the divergence and the Laplacian, respectively. More explicitly, the action of these operators on any entry functions a τ = a ϑ e ϑ + a ϕ e ϕ and u is defined as
Substituting eqs (B34)-(B36) into eqs (B30)-(B31) and further eqs (B30)-(B31) into eq. (B9) we obtain for the horizontal part of the electric field, after rearranging the operations of integration and summation
Here '·' stands for the scalar product of two vectors, and P[ f ] denotes the summation of series
where P n are the Legendre polynomials, and cos γ is determined by cos γ = cos ϑ cos ϑ + sin ϑ sin ϑ cos(ϕ − ϕ ).
Note that while deriving eq. (B41) we used the theorem of summation for spherical functions (cf. Jackson 1975)
and the following equalities
g g Deriving eq. (E8) we used continuity of admittance at the boundaries of the spherical layers. In addition, while deriving eq. (E10) we used the fact that A p,l N = 0, what follows from boundary condition ν l,p → 0, when r → 0. In a similar way we derive the recurrences for 
Although integrating we used the change of variables, γ k = η 2b k , where η = 
In a similar way we obtain the expressions for another mode 
Due to symmetry of scalar Green's functions, G t(p) (n, r, r ) = G t(p) (n, r , r), one derives the results for r i > r j .
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A P P E N D I X G : R E P R E S E N TAT I O N O F B e V I A E Q U I VA L E N T S H E E T C U R R E N T
The results presented here will be used in Appendix H. It is known that in the source-free (and insulating) region, the magnetic field B can be represented via the scalar magnetic potential V B = μ 0 H = −∇V.
Because magnetic field is solenoidal
potential V satisfies Laplace's equation 
where 
Let us introduce a spherical, infinitely thin shell of radius b and assume that the shell is surrounded by the insulator. We also assume that the current system flows in the shell, and therefore is described by the sheet current density, J ext τ . In the region above the shell r > b the source is seen as internal, producing a magnetic field of the form of eq. (G7). Below the shell r < b the source is seen as external, producing a field with a magnetic potential of the form of eq. (G6). However, because B is solenoidal, one can obtain (using Gauss theorem) that the radial component, B r , is continuous across the shell, and thus 
In contrast to the radial component of magnetic field which is continuous across the shell, horizontal components have a jump across the shell
which follows from Ampere s law. Here 
Thus, the currents in the form of eq. (G13) flowing in a shell r = b ≥ a (embedded in an insulator) produce exactly the external magnetic field B e below the shell in the region a ≤ r < b.
